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Abstract

Due to the limited therapeutic options after ischemic stroke, gene therapy has emerged as a promising choice, especially

with recent advances in viral vector delivery systems. Therefore, we aimed to provide the current state of the art of

lentivirus (LV) and adeno-associated virus (AAV) mediated gene interventions in preclinical ischemic stroke models. A

systematic analysis including qualitative and quantitative syntheses of studies published until December 2020 was

performed. Most of the 87 selected publications used adult male rodents and the preferred stroke model was transient

middle cerebral artery occlusion. LV and AAV vectors were equally used for transgene delivery, however loads of AAVs

were higher than LVs. Serotypes having broad cell tropism, the use of constitutive promoters, and virus delivery before

the stroke induction via stereotaxic injection in the cortex and striatum were preferred in the analyzed studies. The

meta-analysis based on infarct volume as the primary outcome confirmed the efficacy of the preclinical interventions.

The quality assessment exposed publication bias and setbacks in regard to risks of bias and study relevance. The

translational potential could increase by using specific cell targeting, post-stroke interventions, non-invasive systematic

delivery, and use of large animals.
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Introduction

Ischemic stroke occurs due to an occlusion in the brain

vasculature leading to decreased oxygen and glucose

supply of brain tissue. The extent of the resulting

infarction is correlated to the site of occlusion, blood

pressure, vascular structure, and amplitude of collater-

al circulation.1 The most commonly affected blood

vessel in the brain is the middle cerebral artery, which

in humans provides blood supply to a portion of the

frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes as well as the cau-

date nucleus, internal capsule, and thalamus. If the cir-

culatory obstruction is prolonged, it will lead to

depletion of cellular energy, resulting in ionic disrup-

tion and metabolic failure, ultimately causing neuronal

loss and brain damage.2 Currently, tissue plasminogen

activator (tPA) mediated thrombolysis is the only
approved drug treatment, which can only be adminis-
tered in a hospital setting within 4.5 hours of the onset
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of symptoms.3 Nevertheless, it has several side effects,
such as the opening of the blood-brain barrier (BBB),
neuroinflammation, ROS generation, and hemorrhagic
transformation.4 As an alternative, mechanical remov-
al of the obstruction can be achieved by thrombec-
tomy, while the dedicated supportive care in a stroke
unit provides important benefits to patients.5

Due to the short therapeutic window and limited
applicability of both thrombolysis and thrombectomy,
there is an ongoing need for additional therapeutic
approaches. As a potential breakthrough, gene therapy
has become a promising emerging technology applica-
ble for a variety of diseases.6 The principal mechanism
of gene therapy is a modification of endogenous gene
activity or an introduction of a therapeutic transgene
into patient cells using viral or non-viral vectors. The
viral vectors allow for high transfection efficiency and
stable long-term expression; therefore, they currently
represent the dominant delivery system in preclinical
and clinical research.7

The viruses used in preclinical research differ by
their cell type affinity, immunogenicity, transduction
efficacy, capacity for gene delivery, and biosafety.
Due to their features, the usage of adeno-associated
viruses (AAVs)8 and lentiviruses (LVs)9 in preclinical
studies of brain diseases is currently preferred. Both
AAVs and LVs are efficient delivery systems for gene
integration into the host cell. New generations of these
vectors have broad tropism, the capability to infect
dividing and nondividing cells, minimal immune
response, and increased biosafety compared to the pre-
ceding generations.10,11 The improvements in viral
vector biosafety are achieved by the development of
new viral generations with the genes crucial for repli-
cation removed, reduced cellular toxicity and immuno-
genicity as well as the use of modified viral envelopes or
capsids.12 LV vectors can be pseudotyped with a vari-
ety of different cell affinity glycoprotein envelopes,
while peptides inserted in AAVs capsid can determine
cell tropism.13,14 An important advantage of AAVs and
LVs lies in their capability of stable gene expression as
they enter the nucleus of infected cells through a nucle-
ar pore complex in both dividing and nondividing cells,
which is especially important when targeting neurons.15

After integration, the gene expression starts within
days and lasts for many weeks.9 Alternatively, these
vectors can be altered to not integrate into the host
genome, therefore, having a reduced risk of insertional
mutagenesis with the downside of transient and rela-
tively short-term gene expression.16 AAVs can be gen-
erated in high-grade titers and have higher
transduction efficiency; however, they have a limited
cloning capacity (i.e. 4.5 kb). In contrast, LVs have
higher cloning capacity (i.e. 8-11 kb), but cannot be
produced in as high titers as AAVs.17,18

Therapeutic applications of LVs and AAVs have
been already approved for a variety of genetic disorders
and cancers. An example of an approved virus-
mediated gene therapy is a treatment for spinal muscu-
lar atrophy. Noninvasive systematic administration of
AAV serotype 9 (AAV9) vector, which has the capa-
bility of crossing the BBB, was used to insert SMN1
gene without bi-allelic mutation.19 Similarly, LV was
used for the transduction of autologous T cells with
the CAR gene in treating patients with acute lympho-
blastic leukemia.20 Considering the extent of AAV and
LV usage for gene integration in preclinical studies of
the stroke and their translational potential, we aimed
to provide a systematic overview of the current state of
the art in this rapidly advancing field. A systematic
approach was applied to analyze original research
articles published until December 2020 and to present
the current methodologies and rationales applied in
virus-mediated preclinical ischemic stroke
interventions.

Methods

Search strategy

The SYRCLE21 and PRISMA22 guidelines were taken
into account during the realization of the systematic
review. Here, we sought out preclinical in vivo studies
that employed lentivirus (LV) or adeno-associated
virus (AAV) mediated gene therapy approaches for
the treatment of cerebral ischemic stroke. A systematic
search of online databases PubMed, Scopus, and Web
of Science (All Databases) was performed on April 10,
2020, and updated on January 7, 2021, to cover all
publications published until the end of 2020. Titles,
abstracts, and keywords were searched by the following
syntax: (genes OR gene) AND (therapy OR therapeu-
tics) AND (AAV OR lentivirus) AND (brain OR neu-
rons OR neuron OR astrocytes OR neuroglia OR glia
OR microglia) AND (stroke OR ischemia OR ische-
mic). No language or publication date restrictions
were applied. Two investigators performed the search
independently (LS and MB).

Inclusion criteria

The following inclusion criteria were used to screen the
retrieved titles and the abstracts: (1) the study produced
new, original results (primary research article), (2) it
was a preclinical ischemic stroke study, i.e., it used
in vivo ischemic stroke animal model, (3) the viral
gene transfer was used as a therapeutic intervention,
(4) types of viral vectors used were LV or AAV, and
(5) the virus was applied directly into the animal.
Excluded were perinatal studies or on pups before
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reaching sexual maturity, and all in vitro application of

viruses, even to the cells subsequently transplanted to

the animals. In case of doubt whether the publication

meets the inclusion or exclusion criteria, the full-text

screening was performed. All discrepancies were

resolved through discussion with the third investigator

(SG). Finally, reference lists from publications fulfilling

the inclusion criteria were used to identify additional

relevant studies.

Data extraction

The content of publications identified by the search

were analyzed in detail. We extracted the information

about the viral vector type, vector envelope, virus titer,

and gene promotor type used for gene therapy. The

applied intervention was reconstructed including a

virus delivery route, location, and time point of admin-

istration as well as total volume and number of viral

particles injected. Additionally, we coded data on

animal species, strain, age, sex, stroke model, and

ischemia duration. Lastly, we recorded details about

transduction efficiency assessment (methods, time

point, and outcome) and outcome measures regarding

infarct volume, neurobehavioral outcomes as well as

any other relevant results. The data extracted from

selected publications by one investigator were addition-

ally revised by another investigator, and all disagree-

ments were resolved through discussions with the third

investigator (LS, MB, and SG).

Meta-analysis

From the studies selected for the qualitative synthesis

based on the above-described methods, a subset of the

studies were selected for the meta-analysis. The study

inclusion criteria for meta-analysis was the presence of

information on infarct volume and group size in the

main article or the supplementary materials. All meth-

ods of infarct volume assessment, such as histological

staining by cresyl violet, 2,3,5-triphenyl tetrazolium

chloride (TTC), and magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) were included. Mean infarct volume and

reported standard deviations or errors (mm3 or per-

centage) at the last reported time point were used for

the analysis. If the numerical data regarding infarct

volume was not provided in the text, the online graph-

ical tool WebPlotDigitizer23 was used for data extrac-

tion from published figures. Moreover, the sample size

of each treatment and control group was noted, and if

the size was reported as a range, the lower value was

used.
The pooled data were analyzed using R under

RStudio graphical environment.24 In all studies that

reported it, SEM was converted to SD using the

given formula: SD ¼ SEM � ffiffiffiffi

N
p

. For all model fitting
and plotting, “metafor” package within R environment
was used as freely available under CRAN repository.25

Outcome measurements from included studies were
considered continuous and compared using standard-
ized mean differences (SMD) and fitted using the
random-effects model. Heterogeneity was assessed
using the I2 statistic and confirmed using the Q test.
Subgroup analysis was done in the same manner to
further explore probable sources of heterogeneity.

Quality assessment

Assessment of the quality of the selected studies includ-
ed the evaluation of risk of bias, and study relevance
for all selected publications, and publication bias for
the subset of studies included in the meta-analysis.

The risk of bias was evaluated using the modified
version of the SYRCLE risk of bias tool21 adapted for
the specificity of this systematic review. The modifica-
tions of the risk of bias tool and the creation of cate-
gories used for study relevance assessment was based
on Ripley et al. (2021).26 The questions of the
SYRCLE risk of bias tool were rephrased in simple
quotes specific for the preclinical stroke research: (1)
subject randomization method, (2) groups balanced
before stroke or virus injection, (3) personnel blinded
to the group allocation, (4) animals randomly distrib-
uted in housing room, (5) all procedures performed
blind to the stroke status, (6) animals chosen randomly
for the infarct assessment, (7) personnel blinded for the
infarct assessment, (8) group allocation of the excluded
animals, (9) reporting of the all outcomes including the
infarct volume and mortality, and (10) statement
regarding potential conflict of interest, funding sources
and animal welfare regulations requirements.
Moreover, as an indicator of the translational poten-
tial, study relevance was evaluated according to the
following items: (1) the use of adult animals (3months
and older mice, or 6months and older rats), (2) infor-
mation regarding virus volume or titer reported, (3)
virus administration after stroke induction, (4) moni-
toring of the physiological parameters during the
stroke, (5) short-term outcome assessment (up to
14 days after stroke induction), (6) long-term outcome
assessment (after 14 days after stroke induction), (7) the
infarct and neurobehavioral assessment. The risk of
bias and study relevance assessments were used to gen-
erate specific scores by rating the items from each pub-
lication with 1 (yes), 0 (no or NA, meaning that there
was no information to perform the assessment).

Publication bias was evaluated using funnel plots
and confirmed using Egger’s regression test. Trim and
fill analyses were applied in the next step, wherever
significant asymmetry was detected. To ascertain
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possible correlations of effect sizes with viral load,
study relevance, risk of bias, and study quality score,
meta-regression was done by including those variables
as moderators in random-effect models.

All statistical tests were reported as significant if
P< 0.05.

Results

Study selection process

The literature search of PubMed, Scopus, and Web of
Science databases resulted in a total of 440 scientific
publications (Figure 1). After removal of duplicates
and screening of titles and abstracts, 205 publications
were excluded resulting in 135 publications that were
subsequently screened at the full-text level. This process
identified 72 publications that matched the inclusion
criteria. Lastly, reference lists of these 72 publications

were screened for additional relevant studies, resulting

in a total of 87 publications that met the prespecified

inclusion criteria (listed in Supplementary Table 1).

The selected studies were used for the qualitative syn-

thesis, and a subset of 55 studies were used for the

meta-analysis. The oldest publication was from the

year 2000, and more than 4 publications per year

were published since 2011 (Supplementary Figure 1).

Animal characteristics

The qualitative synthesis was performed on the 87

selected studies dealing with virus-mediated preclinical

interventions in ischemic stroke. Animal species were

reported in all included studies: 50.6% (44/87) of the

studies used mice and 48.3% (42/87) used rats, whereas

only one study used Mongolian gerbils and another

Rhesus macaques as an animal model. Animal strains

were not reported in 3 studies (3.4%), age was not

Figure 1. Flow chart of selection process of the analyzed articles. A systematic search in online databases yielded 440 publications.
After duplicates removal and application of inclusion criteria total of 87 publication was used for qualitative and 55 for quantitative
synthesis.
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declared in 17 (19.5%), and sex in 9 (10.3%) publica-

tions. The most commonly used mouse strains were

C57BL/6 (22.6%; 19/84), CD-1 (13.1%; 11/84), and

ICR (11.9%; 10/84), while the mostly used rat strains

were Sprague Dawley (36.9%; 31/84) and Wistar

(8.3%; 7/84). Males were the predominantly used sex

(97.4%; 76/78), with only two studies (2.6%; 2/78)

using female animals. Regarding age, the use of

young adults (2–3months for mice, 2–6months for

rats) and adults (3–16months for mice, 6–20months

for rats) prevailed, representing 38.5% (27/70) and

60.0% (42/70) of the selected publications, respectively.

Only two studies (2.9%; 2/70) used aged animals.

According to this analysis, the preferred practice was

the use of adult male animals, C57BL/6 mice, or

Sprague Dawley rats.

Stroke characteristics

All studies reported on the type of surgical approach

used for induction of ischemic stroke, but the duration

of ischemia was not reported in 5 studies (5.7%). The

middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) was the most

frequently used model of cerebral ischemic stroke used

in 88.5% (77/87) of the studies, while 5 studies (5.7%)

used a three-vessel occlusion (3VO; bilateral common

carotid arteries and middle cerebral artery) and 2 stud-

ies (2.3%) used a four-vessel occlusion (4VO; two ver-

tebral arteries and two common carotid arteries) stroke

model. Of the 77 studies that used the MCAO model,

88.3% (68/77) used a proximal occlusion while others

used the distal occlusion method. Furthermore, perma-

nent occlusion was used in 16.1% (13/81) of the studies

and transient was used in 83.9% (68/81). The duration

of transient occlusion ranged from 30 to 120minutes,

with 60minutes for mice (38.6%; 17/44) and 120 for

rats (43.9%; 18/41) being most frequently used. The

preferred experimental model of stroke in the analyzed

studies was transient proximal MCAO used in 65.5%

(57/87) of the selected publications.

Viral vector characteristics

Regarding viral vector information, all studies reported

a type of viral vector, however, 37.9% (33/87) of the

selected publications did not report on the promoter

that drove gene expression and 72.4% (63/87) of the

selected publications did not declared viral vector

envelop or capsid type. The two types of viruses,

AAV (46.1%; 41/89) and LV (53.9%, 48/89) were

evenly used for a vector delivery (Figure 2(a)).
All of the studies that reported the type of LVs enve-

lopes used LV pseudotyped with vesicular stomatitis

virus-G protein (VSV-G). The VSV-G envelope has a

broad cell tropism allowing LVs to transduce all central

nervous system (CNS) cell types. Among AAV vectors,
capsid serotypes 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, and rh10 were used. The
majority of the studies used serotypes 1 and 2 (53.8%; 7/
13), which are characterized by high transduction effi-
ciency and a wide range of tropism. In the 56 studies
that reported promoters, 89.3% (50/56) used constitu-
tive promoters (CVM, RSV, CAG, etc.), while 10.7%
(6/56) used cell-specific promoters for expression in neu-
rons, astrocytes, and microglia (Table 1).

Regarding the viral vectors, the preferred practice in
the analyzed studies was the use of serotypes having
broad cell tropism and the use of constitutive pro-
moters, however no preferences toward AAVs or LVs
were present.

Vector delivery to the brain

Only one study (1.1%) did not provide information
about the way of viral delivery to the animals, while 3
studies (3.4%) did not contain information on the time
point nor on viral administration location. Additionally,
16.1% (14/87) of the studies did not mention details
about viral titer, and 10.3% (9/87) of the studies about
the volume of the injected viral load. The preferred
method for viral vector delivery was stereotaxic injection
(96.5% 83/86), while only 2 studies used an intravenous
injection (2.3%; 2/86) and one study used intracerebral
micro-infusion (1.16%; 1/86, Figure 2(b)). Virus injec-
tions into the brain were performed at various time
points before or after stroke induction; however, the
majority of applications occurred before the stroke
(78.6%; 66/84, Figure 2(c)). The location of viral injec-
tions were reported as either stereotaxic coordinates or
by stating the name of the brain region to which an
injection was delivered (Figure 2(d)). Regardless of
reporting type, the cortex and striatum were the domi-
nant regions for brain injections (64.3%; 54/84).

The volume of the injected virus did not depend on
the animal species or the type of the viral vector
(Figure 3(a)). The most frequently used volumes for
parenchymal and ventricular injections were between
2 and 4 mL (51.3%; 40/78, Figure 3(b)). Regarding
the concentration of viral particles injected per
animal, a titer ranged from 103 to 1011 transduction
units per mL (TU/mL) and this amount was injected
in the volumes ranging from 1 to 10 mL (Figure 3(c)).
The most frequently used dose of LV particles injected
into the mouse and rat brain was 106 TU (57.9%; 22/
38). Regarding AAV particles, the most frequent dose
was 109 TU (84.2%; 6/19) in the mouse model and 1010

TU (47.1%; 8/17) in the rat model.
Taken together, the preferred practice for virus

application was by the stereotaxic injection in the
cortex and striatum of 106 TU of LVs and 109 TU or
1010 TU of AAVs in mice and rats respectively.

Skukan et al. 5



Transduction efficacy and therapy outcome
validation

All publications reported a method for evaluating
the therapeutic interventions applied, however, 12.6%

(11/87) of the publications did not report any method

for evaluating transduction efficacy. Viral cell trans-

duction was confirmed, and its efficacy was determined

mainly by immunohistochemical staining (75.0%; 57/

76), Western blot (63.2%; 48/76), qRT-PCR (26.3%;

Table 1. List of promoters driving gene expression reported in 87 analysed studies.

Promoter Abbreviation Primary used for Expression

Number of

publications

Cytomegalovirus CMV General expression Constitutive 28

Chemokine (C-X3-C motif)

receptor 1

CX3CR1 Microglia specific expression Microglia 1

Elongation factor 1-a EF-1a General expression Constitutive 2

Glial fibrillary acidic protien GFAP Astrocyte specific expression Astrocytes 4

H1 H1 Small RNA expression Constitutive 2

Hybrid CMV/ b-actin CAG General expression Constitutive 6

Hypoxia-inducible factor

1-alpha

HIF-1a General expression Constitutive

(upregulated

by hypoxia)

1

Neuron-specific enolase NSE Neuron specific expression Neurons 1

Phosphoglycerate kinase PGK General expression Constitutive 2

Rous Sarcoma Virus RSV General expression Constitutive 1

Simian vacuolating virus 40 SV-40 General expression Constitutive 3

U6 U6 Small RNA expression Constitutive 5

Figure 2. Data related to the viral vector construction and administration. (a) Virus type used in selected studies; total number was
89 as some studies used more than one virus type, (b) virus delivery route; total number was 94 as some studies used several routes
of administration, (c) timepoint of virus administration, (d) brain location to which virus was stereotaxically injected.
LV: lentivirus; AAV: adeno-associated virus.
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20/76), ELISA (6.6%; 5/76), and less frequently by gel-

atin zymography (5.3%; 4/76), T7E1 mutation detec-

tion assay (1.3%; 1/76), RNA sequencing (1.3%; 1/76)

and luciferase activity assay (1.3%; 1/76). The above-

mentioned methods were mostly performed within the

first two weeks of viral injection (60.0%; 46/78), how-

ever, two studies (2.6%; 2/78) evaluated and confirmed

gene activity even after 11 and 12weeks following viral

injection (Figure 3(d)).
The candidate therapeutic genes in experimental

stroke included neurotrophic factors, antiapoptotic,

antioxidative, anti-inflammatory, and proangiogenic

genes (e.g. Bdnf, Gdnf, Bcl2l2, Bcl2, G6pdx, Nox1,

Irf4, Il1rn, Vegfa and Angpt1; Supplementary Table

2). A total of 64 different genes were analyzed in the

included studies, out of which 15 were investigated in

multiple studies. The effects of the Igf1 gene on stroke

outcome were investigated in two species of model

animals, both females and males. The effects of gene

delivery before and after stroke induction, and in tran-

sient as well as a permanent model of ischemic stroke,

were evaluated.27–29 We noticed a similar approach in

the group of studies investigating possible therapeutic

effects of Ntn1,30–34 Angpt135–37and Vegfa.36–39

Another candidate therapeutical gene is NeuroD1, a

transcription factor claimed to enable transdifferentia-

tion of reactive astrocytes to fully functioning neurons.

This was the only case in which an animal model other

than a rodent was used. Viral vector-mediated

NeuroD1 delivery and subsequent transdifferentiation

were studied in rodent40 and non-human primate

models.41 The use of Rhesus macaques (Macaca

mulatta) was particularly challenging as there was no

clear-cut methodological approach to induce and eval-

uate the ischemic stroke: the ischemic lesion was

achieved by endothelin-1 induced arterial occlusion,

Figure 3. Data related to the viral vector construction and administration. (a) Total amount of viral vector injected per animal,
(b) total volume of viral vector injected in brain parenchymal tissue or ventricular system, (c) volume of AAVor LV injected per animal,
(d) timepoint and methods used for evaluation of virus transduction efficacy.
LV: Lentivirus; AAV: Adeno-associated virus; Luciferase AA: luciferase activity assay; IHC: Immunohistochemical staining; WB:
Western blot; qPCR: Quantitative polymerase chain reaction; ELISA: The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; RNAseq: RNA
sequencing; T7: T7E1 mutation detection assay.
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the viral vector was administrated by stereotaxic injec-
tion into the motor cortex more than a week after
injury, and long-term effects were monitored.

In the majority of the selected studies, the therapeu-
tic outcome was estimated by measuring the infarct
volume (71.3%; 62/87) and neurobehavioral deficits
(71.3%; 62/87). Depending on the gene function,
other outcome measures, such as the extent of apopto-
sis, cell proliferation, oxidative stress, inflammation, or
BBB permeability were determined to address the
mechanism of the therapeutic effect (Table 2).

Effect size analysis

The 55 studies included in the meta-analysis provided
information on the lesion size and group size allowing
to address the effects of the applied interventions.
However, the interventions were highly heterogeneous
in the sense of both applied virus-mediated gene inter-
vention and applied preclinical model of the ischemic
stroke. Subsequently, the I2 statistic showed increased
interstudy heterogeneity (I2¼ 84.2%). Due to this het-
erogeneity, the performed meta-analysis provides only
orientational values on the efficacy of the rather diverse
group of interventions. The meta-analysis showed a
reduction of infarct volume in treated animals com-
pared to the control (�1.82 [�2.25, 1.39], Figure 4).

Publication bias, risk of bias, and study relevance
assessment

To address the quality of the analyzed studies, the 87
selected publications were evaluated for risk of bias and
study relevance, while publication bias was assessed for
the 55 publications included in the meta-analysis.

The risk of bias assessment was done according to the
questions defined by the SYRCLE Risk of Bias Tool.21

These questions were used as a basis for the specific
items applied in this study (similar to Ripley et al.
(2021)26) . The items used include: (1) subject randomi-
zation method, (2) groups balanced before stroke or

virus injection, (3) personnel blinded to the group allo-
cation, (4) animals randomly distributed in housing
room, (5) all procedures performed blind to the stroke
status, (6) animals chosen randomly for the infarct
assessment, (7) personnel blinded for the infarct assess-
ment, (8) group allocation of the excluded animals, (9)
reporting of the all outcomes including the infarct
volume and mortality, and (10) statement regarding
potential conflict of interest, funding sources and
animal welfare regulations requirements (Figure 5).

According to the risk of bias assessment, 36.8% (32/
87) of the studies reported whether random group allo-
cation was applied and only 3 stated if the animals were
chosen randomly for infarct assessment (3.4%). Also,
34.5% of the studies (30/87) reported if the experimen-
tal groups were similar for baseline characteristics.
Only one study (1.1%) reported the random distribu-
tion to animal cages in housing rooms. Furthermore,
blinding of the group allocation was reported by 16.1%
(14/87) of the studies, whereas blinding for stroke
status in 28.7% (25/87) and blinding for infarct
volume assessment in 26.4% (23/87) of the publica-
tions. Group allocation of excluded animals was
reported in 13.8% (12/87) and all outcomes, including
infarct volume and mortality, were specified in 41.4%
(36/87) of the publication. Almost all included studies
87.4% (76/87) reported information regarding animal
welfare regulations, conflicts of interest, and funding
sources. The median risk of bias score for all included
studies was 3 (IQR¼ 2.5), ranging from 1 to 8.

As a specific measure for the analyzed studies
expected to contribute to the translation of the inter-
vention from the preclinical to the clinical settings, we
have addressed the study relevance. The study rele-
vance was assessed by 7 items: (1) the use of adult
animals, (2) information regarding virus volume or
titer reported, (3) virus administration after stroke
induction, (4) monitoring of the physiological parame-
ters during the stroke, (5) short-term outcome assess-
ment (up to 14 days after stroke induction), (6)

Table 2. Therapy outcome assessment. Most frequently assessed outcomes after virus mediated gene therapy correlated with
preferential time points of assessment for rodents.

Outcomes assessed Timing mode, <range> Number of publications

Oxidative stress 3 h, <3 h–3 days> 3

Blood-brain barrier permeability 1 day, <1–21 day> 18

Inflammation 1 day, <1–35 days> 16

Cell death 1 day, <1–56 days> 38

Infarct volume 1 day, <1–60 days> 62

Neurobehavioral outcome 1 day, <1–60 days> 63

Angiogenesis 14 days, <1–56 days> 19

Neurogenesis 14 days, <1–90 days> 25

Astrogliosis 14, 35 days, <1–35 days> 4

8 Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow & Metabolism 0(0)



Figure 4. Overall effect of viral vector mediated gene therapy on infarct volume. Forest plot of standardized mean differences (SMD)
with 95% confidence intervals (CI).
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long-term outcome assessment (14 days or more after

stroke induction), (7) the infarct and neurobehavioral

assessment (Figure 6). The majority of studies fulfilled

the given criteria, i.e. performing short-term outcome

evaluation (90.8%; 79/87), providing the information

about the volume of viral vector injected or viral vector

titter (86.2%; 75/87), monitoring the physiological

parameters during the stroke induction (71.3%; 62/

87) assessing both infarct volume and neurobehavioral

outcomes (58.6%; 51/87), and using the (not young-)

adult animals (50.6%; 44/87). A minority of studies

provided long-term assessment (41.4%; 36/87) or

administrated virus vector particles after the stroke

induction (21.8%; 19/87). The median study relevance

score for all included studies was 4 (IQR¼ 1.5), rang-

ing from 1 to 7.
To address the association of the effect size with the

assessed parameters, several analyses were performed.

Again, due to the high heterogeneity of the analyzed

studies, these analyses serve only for orientational

purposes.
In the first step, the effect size of several subgroups

were compared: virus type (LV vs. AAV), the time

point of virus administration (before vs. after stroke

induction), animal species (rats vs. mice), and measure-

ment unit of stroke (absolute vs. relative), however, the

effect sizes of the infarct volume were not significantly

different than the overall estimation (Figure 7). A slight

reduction of effect size was observable when the virus

was administrated after stroke induction (�1.44

[�2.05, �0.83]) and the measurement unit of infarct

volume was in mm3 (�1.47 [�1.90, �1.03]). In the

second step, metaregression analysis was performed

to analyze the correlation between stroke effect size

and dose for both virus vectors, LV (Supplementary

Figure 2) and AAV (Supplementary Figure 3), ana-

lyzed separately due to the different doses used.

Again, a statistically significant correlation was not

noticed (P(LV)¼ 0.4322, P(AAV)¼ 0.1903).
In the final step of the analysis the sources of het-

erogeneity of the effect sizes, and the possible associa-

tion of the quality of publications with the effect size,

was addressed. The presence of the publication bias in

reporting of infarct volume-outcome was confirmed by

the analysis of the corresponding funnel plot

(Figure 8). The publication bias related heterogeneity

Figure 5. Risk of bias assessed by modified SYRCLE criteria. The category “Other sources of bias” includes conflict of interest,
funding sources and compliance to animal welfare regulations.

Figure 6. Study relevance assessment.
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was confirmed by Egger’s regression test (P< 0.0001),

while trim and fill analysis predicted no missing studies.

In addition, the metaregression analysis was performed

between study effect size and scores obtained from the

risk of bias (P¼ 0.2874, Supplementary Figure 4) study

relevance assessment (P¼ 0.2150, Supplementary

Figure 5) and study quality score (P¼ 0.7408,

Supplementary Figure 6), which showed no correlation

between these parameters.

Discussion

In this systematic review, we analyzed 87 articles pub-

lished until the end of 2020 that utilized viral vector

mediated gene therapies for ischemic cerebral stroke in

animal models. We analyzed the design and methodol-

ogy of preclinical interventions in detail with the aim to

provide a comprehensive overview of the current trends

in virus-mediated gene therapy preclinical approaches.

Moreover, a subset of 55 studies were used for meta-

analysis to provide insight into the general efficacy of

this methodology.

The preferred choice of preclinical stroke model

The analyzed studies exhibited a variety of experimen-

tal approaches. The standardization of preclinical stud-

ies is already recognized as a necessity to allow for

Figure 7. Subgroup comparisons on the effect of the viral vector mediated gene therapy on infarct volume. Forest plot of stan-
dardized mean differences (SMD) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for virus types, timepoints of virus administration, animal species
use and relative vs. absolute measures of the infarct volumes. Dashed line represents overall effect size (-1.82) of all studies included in
meta-analysis.

Figure 8. Funnel plot of the infarct volumes. The blue shaded area represents 95% confidence interval.
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reproducibility and comparability of results obtained
from different research groups, and necessary steps
have been taken to create guidelines such as STAIR
and RIGOR.42–45 However, what was analyzed in
this systematic review as a historical collection is far
from being unified. The use of mouse and rat models
prevailed, and only one study evaluated the same treat-
ment in both species.46 Moreover, various mouse and
rat strains with different genetic backgrounds and dif-
ferent susceptibility to ischemic stroke or outcome
analysis were used.47 In humans, as in rodents, stroke
risks and outcomes are related to sex, age, and comor-
bidities, but the use of aged and female animal models
was uncommon. Our search identified two studies that
conducted experiments on female mice, as well as two
other that used aged animals.29,48–50 Moreover, the
experimental stroke models differ regarding their clin-
ical relevance and their variability. The current consen-
sus is that MCAO provides the best choice despite
its high variability, and indeed the preferred experimen-
tal model in the included studies was transient proximal
MCAO.

Preferred practices of AAVs and LVs mediated gene
interventions for ischemic stroke

The delivery of genes using AAV and LV vectors into
the brain was achieved by their postulated broad tro-
pism, minimal immunogenicity, and ability to infect
dividing and nondividing cells. The systematic search
identified studies that confirmed specific transduction
of neurons as nondividing cells,50–54 as well as dividing
cells such as astrocytes,50,51 oligodendrocytes,55 micro-
glial52,56 or endothelial cells50,51 for both LVs
and AAVs.

Dosages of viral vectors injected into the animals
differed in the analyzed studies. Contrary to our
expectations, there was no difference in the brain injec-
tion volumes between rat and mouse models. Even
though the nature of parenchymal tissue and ventricu-
lar system of mice and rats permit different injection
volumes, around 2ml for parenchyma and up to 30 ml
for ventricles,57 we detected no preference in this
regard. As expected, titers of LVs were lower and
ranged from 106 to 1010 TU/mL, compared to AAVs
titers, which ranged from 109 to 1013 TU/mL.
Therefore, one would expect higher LV injection vol-
umes compared to AAV, but the doses of LV were
consistently lower than those of AAV. The above
could reflect the findings that the VSV-G, a commonly
used LV envelope protein, is known for its toxicity to
recipient cells when used in high concentrations.58 The
important advantage of LVs is their higher cloning
capacity. However, Mancini and Horvath (2018)59 pro-
claim AAV as the preferable choice for brain gene

delivery due to higher cell specificity and production

titers, allowing the application of lower volumes with

few negative side effects on the transduction area.
Currently used AAVs and LVs have modified enve-

lope/capsid proteins which reduce the viral immunoge-

nicity. However, none of the included studies

specifically investigated immune responses to viral

injections into the brain. Moreover, no side effects

were reported, also indicating that the use of viral

vector did not interfere with the favorable gene effects.
Following virus administration, immunohistochem-

istry was the preferred method for validation of viral

transduction efficacy and cell targeting. It enabled an

assessment of the area affected by the virus, detection

of cell-specific transduction as well as quantification

measurements. However, 80.5% (70/87) of the studies

reported transduction efficacy without quantifying the

results, providing only visual confirmation of the trans-

duced area and 12.6% (11/87) of the studies did not

perform any validation. The methods of transduction

assessment were mostly performed within the first two

weeks after viral injection, while some studies used time

points as far as 8weeks after the procedure. This again

confirms that long-term stable expression of the gene

can be achieved, and argues in favor of the feasibility of

post-stroke viral applications as detectable expression

levels can be achieved within a short time and last

considerably.

Effect size analysis

Considering the broad spectrum of genes used in the

analyzed studies, methods for assessment of their effect

on stroke were diverse. However, as the gold standard

to assess outcomes following stroke, infarct volume

was considered as a primary outcome measure.60

A subset of 55 studies that provided the infarct

volume and corresponding group size was used for

the meta-analysis. The analysis confirmed the general

efficacy of the method as the treatment was favored

and the mean effect size was (-1.82 [-2.25, -1.38]). It

should be noted that the heterogeneity of the studies

was high (I2¼84.2%), which is not at all surprising as

we analyzed a mixture of diverse virus-mediated inter-

ventions using various genes and a variety of preclinical

ischemic stroke models. Subsequently, the obtained

results serve for orientation purposes, nevertheless

clearly support the validity of the experimental

approach reviewed here – preclinical ischemic stroke

interventions based on virus-mediated gene therapy.
The calculated effect size was similar to the thera-

peutic potential of other approaches in the field, such

as the delivery of therapeutic molecules via extracellu-

lar vesicles (-1.95 [-2.72, -1.18])61 or intraparenchymal
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transplantation of neural stem/progenitor cells (-1.11
[-1.5, -0.73]).62

Due to the high heterogeneity of the analyzed stud-
ies, we hoped to learn more about determinants of the
effect size by subgroup analysis. However, when com-
pared according to effect size, viral type (AAV vs. LV),
the timing of viral application (before vs. after stroke),
animal species (mice vs. rats), or ways of reporting
(absolute vs. relative) did not show any statistically sig-
nificant differences. Similarly, metaregression analysis
on the correlation between virus dose and the effect size
was not statistically significant. On the other hand, the
diversity of the approaches can be considered as an
advantage when addressing virus-mediated gene thera-
py interventions. The quantitative synthesis indicated
that the method was indeed functional and resulted in a
measurable effect. This certainly confirmed the poten-
tial of the method in conveying the desired impact in
the preclinical setting. Moreover, it indicated the valid-
ity of major postulates for gene therapy to be translated
into clinical practice.

Study quality assessment

Another possible reason for heterogeneity of the
reported infarct sizes could be a difference in study
qualities. As shown in the above-described analysis of
the applied methodologies, many of the selected pub-
lications did not report all the details on their per-
formed experiments. To provide quality assessment of
the selected studies three measures were applied: pub-
lication bias, which refered to the subset of studies used
for meta-analysis, and risk of bias and study relevance
tools, which characterized every individual study.

The publication bias was present as shown by the
funnel plot and Egger’s regression test. The study dis-
tribution was highly asymmetric, and the studies with
lower standard errors reported lower effect sizes. A fre-
quent reason for these asymmetries in other meta-
analyses is the overall under-reporting of the negative
or statistically non-significant results. In our analysis,
although the overall heterogeneity of the studies con-
tributes to the shape of the funnel plot, there is a rea-
sonable impression that the studies performed with the
higher scientific rigor would report lower effects. This
not only exemplifies the importance of scientific rigor
in evaluating preclinical interventions, but also indi-
cates possible reasons for the translational failures of
therapeutic candidates for ischemic stroke.

To address the quality of each individual study, risk
of bias and study relevance were assessed. The Risk of
Bias Tool was designed according to the SYRCLE rec-
ommendations and modified to fit the preclinical
stroke studies. Concerning the study relevance assess-
ment, other systematic reviews used similar tools

referring to them with various names according to
their specificities. Here, the applied study relevance
tool was specifically designed to address the transla-
tional relevance of the analyzed preclinical stroke stud-
ies. Both tools, risk of bias and study relevance,
illustrated how the analyzed studies did not fulfill the
applied criteria, indicating the extent of the challenges
facing preclinical stroke research in terms of appropri-
ate study design and its reporting. However, the meta-
regression analysis did not show a correlation of risk of
bias and study relevance with the measured effect size.

The breakthrough potential of gene therapy
applications in ischemic stroke

AAV and LV vectors have broad tropism, however,
they could be specific in the sense of target cells
depending on the viral capsid or envelope, whose com-
ponents can be modified accordingly. Additionally, the
choice of gene promoter can selectively drive the
expression in the targeted cells. Despite these advan-
tages, only 6 (10.7%; 6/56) of the analyzed studies uti-
lized cell-specific promoters to direct expression in
neurons,63 astrocytes,29,64,65 or microglial56 cells. For
example, Andsberg et al. (2002)63 used AAVs to deliver
Bdnf or Ngf genes under the neuron-specific enolase
(Nse) promoter. They detected neuron-specific expres-
sion of these genes and reported neuroprotective effects
after stoke induction. Similarly, astrocyte glial fibril-
lary acidic protein (Gfap) promoter was used to drive
the expression of genes Igf1, Atg7 and Pax6.29,64

Improved neural survival was accompanied by reduced
infarct volume in the mentioned studies. Furthermore,
the same principle was exploited by Mamun et al.
(2020)56 to promote the expression of Irf4 or Irf5
genes in microglial cells. They found that overexpres-
sion of Irf4 has neuroprotective effects, in contrast to
Irf5 that promoted M1 microglial polarization and lead
to an increase in infarct volume.

Another approach to increasing cell specificity
would be to combine multiple elements including the
use of the dedicated virus capsid or envelope, specific
promoter, micro RNA target sequence (miRT) detar-
geting, and the tetracycline-dependent self-regulating
(Tet) systems. As miRNAs act as a post-
transcriptional regulator, engineering of their target
sequences enables a cell-specific inhibition of gene
expression (e.g. in neurons, if the astrocyte-specific
expression is required), while the use of the Tet
system provides an opportunity for indirect miRT
detargeting. This type of approach was applied in
brain astrocyte-specific gene silencing.66 Lentiviral vec-
tors pseudotyped with MOK-G were used to deliver
shRNA under TRE (Tet responsive element) promoter
and tTA/S2 transactivator flanked with miR124T and
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miR9*T under astrocyte-specific promoter, which led
to increased astrocyte-specific gene expression.66

Analogous strategies can be employed for targeting dif-
ferent cell types within the CNS and therefore represent
an important opportunity for an upgrade of virus-
mediated stroke therapy compared to other therapeut-
ical approaches.

The translational potential of the reviewed studies
depends on the timing of the applied intervention. The
LVs and AAVs are considered long-term expression
vectors that can integrate into the host genome. The
expression depends on gene promoter properties and
the environment of the host cell. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to consider the timespan of gene expression fol-
lowing cell transduction. It is encouraging that 64.5%
(49/76) of the included publications confirmed gene
expression within the first few days after injection, indi-
cating that the desired effect could be achieved in a
relatively short time. This is of particular importance
in the case of ischemic stroke, which is an acute event,
and an early onset of the therapeutic effect is impor-
tant. Nevertheless, pre-stroke administration is a valid
experimental strategy to obtain effective levels of a
gene during both phases, ischemic damage and subse-
quent repair. Most of the reviewed studies (78.6%; 66/
84) indeed applied viral vectors before stroke induction
to assure effective gene levels and reveal therapeutic
effects of the gene candidates. However, from a clinical
perspective, this approach is questionable as a stroke is
not predictable. Alternatively, 21.4% (18/84) studies
provided a good example of the feasibility of virus
administration after stroke induction.40,67,68 The gene
expression could be detected even as early as one day
after viral injection32,37,69 providing the opportunity to
target various processes including apoptosis,67 neuro-
inflammation68 or neuronal remodeling.40 In the con-
text of future clinical application, this enables two
strategies in the form of prophylactic or therapeutic
injection. Regarding the duration of the achieved
effect, there are reports claiming that gene expression
can be detected even 55 days after viral applica-
tion.28,29,36,70,71 Taken together, long-term expression
sets up foundations for one-time single-dose adminis-
tration of therapeutic agent in clinical applications.

As the brain is within the skull and bounded by the
blood-brain barrier, even if only a single administration
event would be needed, the question of the appropriate
route of administration remains. The preferred practice
in the analyzed studies was a stereotaxic injection in the
cortex and striatum. The effectiveness of this approach
is well documented in the analyzed publications, but
still, they might not be appropriate for the substantially
larger human brains. An important aspect is a determi-
nation of viral vector volume needed for achieving
the same therapeutic effect in human patients.

The successful upscaling could be achieved by using
large animal models that better mimic human anatom-
ical features compared to rodent models. However, we
still lack standardized experimental models to induce
and evaluate ischemic lesions in the brains of large
animals, as was shown in the study on monkeys.41

Therefore, to circumvent the low volume/dosage prob-
lem, some articles reported using multiple subsequent
stereotaxic injections. Within this approach, there were
two distinct options: injection at one site but different
depths72 or injection at multiple sites in different brain
regions.73 As another alternative approach, Zeng et al.
(2019)48 used the retroorbital intravenous injection of
AAV9 serotype to achieve brain-wide expression of
Trim9 gene. They employed the AAV9 serotype,
which has been proven to successfully cross the
blood-brain barrier enabling a non-invasive systemic
therapy. Moreover, Wang et al. (2018)67 applied the
viruses via mouse tail vein injection. Both studies
reported reduced infarct volumes and improved neuro-
logical scores following stroke, providing additional
confirmation of AAV9 serotype capability to cross
the BBB. A similar approach was adopted by
Massaro et al. (2020),74 who utilized systemic delivery
via the superficial temporal vein injection of AAV9
carrying hGBA (human glucosylceramidase beta)
under Syn1 promoter for treatment of mouse model
of neuronopathic Gaucher disease. Syn1 promoter
restricts gene expression to a specific cell population
within the brain. These approaches could improve the
chances of use of AAV9 in clinical practice, as a non-
specific expression in non-target tissues could be
avoided.8 Regardless of these positive aspects of
AAV9, there are several concerns as cell-specific trans-
duction can differ depending on the age of the animal
models.75 Additionally, long-term side-effects of sys-
temic virus administration should be taken into
account and thoroughly investigated. An alternative
method for viral vector delivery, utilized by Gan
et al. (2021),76 is an intramuscular injection, a non-
invasive peripheral approach that allows retrograde
axonal transport to the cortico-spinal tract. After
post-stroke intramuscular application of AAV serotype
5 to overexpress tPA as a neurorestorative agent, suc-
cessful transduction and expression of the transferred
gene resulted in enhanced axonal remodeling and
improved motor behavioral recovery. It is to be men-
tioned that there are emerging technologies which
bypass the need for the virus itself to be given to the
animal, but the transduction product is delivered to the
animals by exosomes, further enhancing translational
potential of gene therapy interventions.77

Introducing the primate experimental model to eval-
uate recently claimed in situ astrocyte-to-neuron con-
version technology using the NeuroD1 transcription
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factor represents novel evidence in this field. Following
Chen et al. (2020),40 who investigated this method in a
rodent model, Ge et al. (2002)41 utilized this approach
in rhesus macaques and confirmed that astrocyte-to-
neuron conversion technology both generates new neu-
rons and alters the microenvironment for enhanced
neuroprotection. Although the non-human primate
(NHP) model was used in only one of the included
studies, it represents a good direction through which
several translational concerns could be addressed. The
mentioned preclinical approach was enhanced by the
usage of NHP models, post-stroke virus delivery, and a
long-term outcome evaluation. Though more complex,
NHP models have higher extrapolation potential than
rodents, as they are phylogenetically closer to humans
and possess strong similarities in brain volume and
structure. Besides having higher white matter content
than rodents, implicated in higher brain plasticity and
function, and more complex vascular anatomy, NHP
models have a crucial role in the elucidation of long-
term physiological and behavioral outcomes. Finally,
the described approach introduces an important
step between preclinical animal studies and human clin-
ical trials.78

Studies investigating the effect of Igf127–29 gene on
stroke outcome serve as another positive example as
they were conducted on both female and male mice
and rats. They investigated the effects of gene delivery
before and after stroke induction and evaluated the
effect in transient as well as permanent models of ische-
mic stroke. We noticed similar characteristics in the
group of studies investigating the therapeutic effect of
Ntn130–34 Ang135–37 and Vegf36–39 genes. As there is a
slight controversy on whether one type of intervention
should be tested in different experimental settings by
the same group, we want to suggest that studies should
be done by several groups of researchers as well.
Confirmation of results by more than one research
group gives additional proof of principle as well as a
solid ground for clinical translation.

Limitations of the study and recommendations
for the future

We analyzed virus-mediated gene transfer only in the
context of preclinical models of ischemic stroke. Other
viral applications for brain diseases were not consid-
ered here but could be even more technologically
advanced and cross-applicable to ischemic stroke.
Moreover, many analyzed studies are part of the his-
torical collection and might have therefore missed
experimental details relevant for the interpretation of
the achieved outcomes.

Subsequently, future studies should aim to increase
scientific rigor and translational relevance. The most

recent guidelines (e.g. STAIR44 and RIGOR45)

should be respected and followed. To represent the

patient population more accurately, future studies

should consider including female and older animals,

possibly with stroke-related comorbidities. Further,

studies could prefer viral vector delivery following

stroke induction while the design behind therapeutical

construct should be described in more detail. More rel-

evant and clinically applicable approaches would

include validation over a longer period as these

would provide more detail about the recovery process.

As a final step, the most promising results should be

tested on large animal models. Conclusively, maximal

precision of reporting on study design, animal han-

dling, experiment execution, data acquisition, and anal-

ysis should be assured. An overall increase of the

scientific rigor and adherence to the agreed guidelines

when performing preclinical studies is essential for

reproducibility and comparability of future studies.

Conclusions

This systematic review is the first to summarize all

available data on AAV and LV vector-mediated gene

delivery for preclinical in vivo ischemic stroke models.

We provided qualitative and quantitative synthesis on

an experimental design involving viral vector delivery

serving as a basis for the future translation of viral-

mediated stroke therapy. The preferred practice was

transient MCAO in rodents (mice or rats equally)

and application of viruses via stereotaxic injection in

the cortex and striatum, however predominantly before

ischemic lesion. AAVs and LVs were used equally

although the virus loads of AAVs were higher, pre-

ferred were serotypes having broad cell tropism and

the use of constitutive promoters. The meta-analysis

based on infarction volume and group sizes confirmed

the efficacy of the approach. However, the quality

assessment of the selected studies indicated publication

bias, presence of risks of bias and setbacks in study

relevance. Finally, we stress the importance of stan-

dardized approaches to increase the reproducibility

and translational value of this promising technology

to provide for novel stroke therapies in the future.
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